When You Play In The Game Of Love.

Latest Ballad by the Writers of
"That's How I Need You"

Music by
AL. PIANTADOSI.

Words by
JOE GOODWIN.

Lento.

Moderato.

A ship wouldn't be in danger, if it never went to sea,
A boy wouldn't miss a girl, if he never met the girl,

But ships were meant to sail upon their way;
Every boy must meet a girl some day;

heart would never break, If a heart would never love,
Tears would never fall, If a lad would never love,
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THE LATEST PARISIAN ONE-STEP
"A ZUT ALORS" (As You Please)
Makes One-Stepping A Pleasure
each heart learns to love some one some
day. A

some-how love will cross in each one's way. Wed

girl and boy complete the joy That life was meant to bear, Yet

never miss the kiss we miss, If lips had never met, When there's

there are penalties to pay, and each one pays his share.

nothing to remember, there is nothing to forget.

REFRAIN.

Sometimes a smile, Sometimes a frown, Sometimes a tear or

THE NEWEST DANCING SENSATION

THE "URIEL" MAXIXE

(La Mattchiche Brésilienne)
Sometimes a soul is aching, sometimes a heart is breaking; sometimes it's joy for the girl and boy, then blue as the skies up above, sometimes you're sad, sometimes you're glad, when you play in the "Game of Love."